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QI) Choose the correct alternative:

(4)

1) The ____________rain is harmful to the living and non-living things.
a)Orographic

b)convectional

c) acidic

2) Temperature and _________ are the two properties of sea water that control the density of
the sea. a)sea-waves b) density c) currents
3) While crossing the IDL, a person will have to add one day when travelling
From ______________. a) East to West b)south to North C) west to East.
According to the international convention, at which meridian does day and
Date change occurs? a) 0 b)90 c)180.
QII)Answer in one sentence: (Any 3)

(3)

Q1) Which meridian is used to determine World Standard Time ?
Q2) What is the time difference between the GMT and the IST?
Q3) Why is the seawater salty?
Q4) Which is the largest water storage of the world?

QIII)Answer in short:-

(Any 3)

(6)

Q1) what is the difference in the temperatures of the land and the sea?
Q2) If condensation occurs close to the earth’s surface, what types of forms
Become visible?
Q3) While crossing the IDL, what changes will you make?
Q4) Which type of rainfall occurs in most of the world? Why?
QIV)Give Reasons:- (Any 2)

(4)

Q1) Salinity is low in the land-locked Baltic sea.
Q2) Oceans located on the same latitude do not have same salinity.
Q3)Give reasons why earthquakes occur?
QV)Draw&Label the diagram of Rain Gauge or Oragraphic Rainfall
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(2)

QVI)Answer in Detail (any 3)

(9)

Q1)What are the main types of chemical weathering?
Q2) Why don’t the dates change with respect to 180 meridian? Whyis the IDL
Required?
Q3) Write short note on Orographic Rainfall?
Q4) Why doesn’t IDL pass through land?
Q5) What is the use of the salts in the Ocean to us?

ECONOMICS
(12 Marks)
Q.1) A) Select the proper option from the possible choices given below and rewrite the
sentences.
(3)
1. Tourism that is conducted within the limits of a country is called ______________
tourism.
a) Domestic
b) International
c) Cultural
2. ____________ corridor is the special corridor that require for urgent transportation of
organs.
a) Blue
b) Green
c) Red
3. Tourism is _______________ occupation.
a) primary
b) secondary
c) tertiary
B) Identify the type of tourism:

(3)

1. Annie and her family went to Vellankanni Church.
2. Jay from India went to enjoy Tomatina festival in Spain.
3. Jordan from Australia came to India to undergo a surgery.
Q.2) Answer the following: (Any 3)
1.
2.
3.
4.

(6)

What is communication?
Distinguish between roadways and railways.
What are the objectives of tourism?
Explain the environmental effects of tourism.
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